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294. Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in

the United Kingdom

1

Washington, May 25, 1982, 0417Z

142651. For the Ambassador from the Secretary. Subject: Secretary’s

Letter to Foreign Secretary Pym.

1. Secret–Entire text.

2. Please deliver as early as possible Tuesday morning,
2

your time,

the following message from me to Foreign Secretary Pym:

Begin text:

Dear Francis:

At this crucial moment in the course of the Falklands crisis, I

wanted you to have my latest thoughts on the opportunities and risks

we face together. First and foremost, I want you to know that you can

continue to count on US support as you do what is necessary.

We are fast approaching the point at which the UK will have a

decisive local military advantage, with success clearly within your

reach. At that point, which even Argentine self-delusion cannot hide,

the Argentines could feel compelled to turn to the Cubans and Soviets

as their last hope to avert total humiliation. Should Galtieri resist these

pressures, he could be swept aside and replaced by those far more

hostile to fundamental Western interests. Even if the Argentines do

not open themselves to the Soviets and Cubans, they are virtually

certain to want to continue a state of war, which they will pursue with

whatever means they can acquire.

If this occurs, however successful you are on the Islands, we will

unquestionably face a future of open-ended conflict, possibly sup-

ported by the East and at considerable risk and cost to your interests

and ours. Whatever disposition to settle there may now be in Buenos

Aires will evaporate. Moreover, however unjust, we will together be

left isolated in the international community, with relentless pressures

to settle on terms favorable to Argentina notwithstanding the justice

of our position and the success of your forces.

In the face of these long-term prospects, I see major advantages in

an effort by you to put forward terms of a just and reasonable settlement

1

Source: Reagan Library, Executive Secretariat, NSC Country File, Europe and

Soviet Union, United Kingdom (04/01/1982–07/31/1982) (4). Secret; Niact Immediate;

Nodis. Printed from a copy that was received in the White House Situation Room.
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as soon as you are sure that you can and will succeed militarily. I

appreciate fully your reservations about agreeing, in a settlement, to

withdraw British forces without an assurance that the Islands and the

inhabitants would be absolutely safe from renewed aggression if a

negotiated settlement broke down. Therefore, and in the interest of

averting dangerous political developments in Argentina, the US would

be prepared to provide a battalion-size force for the purpose of ensuring

that there would be no violation of any interim agreement preceding

a final settlement. Because of what has happened to our standing with

the Argentines as a result of our support for you, there is no chance

that a US-only force would be acceptable. We would therefore need

to persuade the most trustworthy major hemispheric power—Brazil—

to join us. A combined force would present a credible deterrent and

assure the security of the Islanders for the period of an interim

agreement.

No doubt you are aware of the proposal the Brazilians have intro-

duced in New York.
3

We can appreciate that London would have

difficulty with this proposal, particularly as it pertains to force with-

drawal and interim administration. However, at the point at which

British military success is at hand, it may well be possible to bring

about an agreement based on a British proposal that contains elements

of the Brazilian text, with provisions for withdrawal and interim admin-

istration adjusted to meet your concerns, and with the US and Brazil

ready to provide peacekeeping forces. If you agree that such an effort

would be worthwhile, we would be ready to assist in such an initiative,

perhaps in conjunction with the Brazilians.

I have asked the Brazilians if they might consider participating in

a peacekeeping force under a negotiated solution, though without, of

course, giving them any reason to believe that you are interested in

their proposal, nor commenting in any way on their text.
4

I would appreciate your personal reaction as soon as possible to

these ideas, with regard both to substance and timing. If our willingness

to provide a substantial peacekeeping component makes the prospects

for an early negotiated settlement more attractive to you, I would

welcome your thoughts on other necessary provisions. As you can

appreciate, circumstances may alter our ability to offer peacekeeping

forces if radical changes occur in Buenos Aires. This argues for moving

quickly enough to forestall any such changes.
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Brazil’s proposal was in a May 24 letter to the Secretary General. See Yearbook of

the United Nations, 1982, p. 1334.
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See Document 295 and footnote 2 thereto.
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I hope you will appreciate that what I am suggesting would serve

our long-term interests, if it made agreement possible, as well as put you

in a better position politically if and as you do what you must militarily.

Sincerely, Al

End of text.

Haig

295. Telegram From the Embassy in Brazil to the Department of

State

1

Brasilia, May 25, 1982, 1532Z

4334. Subject: Demarche on Falklands. Ref: (A) State 142593.
2

1. (Secret–Entire text)

2. I secured a private audience with President Figueiredo at 0900

May 25 as instructed reftel. I made all the points in the reftel with

following preliminary additions: President Reagan’s pleasure at news

of excellent bill of health that President Figueiredo received at Cleve-

land Clinic, and our interest in the most recent Brazilian initiative at

the UN regarding a negotiated settlement. Figueiredo would interrupt

and comment as we proceeded in the discussion.

3. Figueiredo concurred in our assessment of British posture and

intransigence of both parties but he felt that once the British control

the Islands the tables would be turned and the main challenge to the

British would be to resupply and maintain a large garrison on the

Islands. He felt that realization of this major problem might lead Britain

to want to negotiate.

4. President Figueiredo responded positively to suggestion that

Brazil join with US in any manner possible to achieve a negotiated

solution. He said, quote I’ll do whatever President Reagan feels needs

1

Source: Reagan Library, Executive Secretariat, NSC Country File, Latin America/

Central, Falklands War (05/27/1982). Secret; Flash; Nodis. Sent for information Immedi-

ate to the White House. Printed from a copy that was received in the White House

Situation Room. Clark wrote “President has seen” at the top of the telegram. In a May

26 memorandum to Reagan, Haig stated that the démarche decision was reached during

a May 24 discussion between the two; see Document 298.
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In telegram 142593 to Brasilia, May 25, Haig instructed Motley to contact

Figueiredo, following on the exchange between Figueiredo and Reagan in Washington

concerning the “possibility of joint action to end the South Atlantic crisis,” and provided

the Ambassador with a list of talking points. (Reagan Library, Executive Secretariat, NSC

Cable File, Falkland File 05/25/1982) Regarding Figueiredo’s visit, see Document 255.
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